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Abstract
This paper provides an analysis of the Charlotte Beer case study. The analysis is
provided in two sections; section one looks at how Charlotte Beers gained trust and
support at Ogilvy and Mather and section two looks at the concept of networking and
how Charlotte Beers derived and sustained power from it.
Diagrams are exhibited throughout the document to summarise key concepts and for
clarity on the application of relevant organisational behaviour theories.

The timeline below provides a contextual summary of the case study together with
key events that are relevant to the overall understanding of the issues and problems
within the case.

Timeline

Pre 1980’s

1980’s

1990’s

Foundation

Growth

Crisis

We Sell – Or Else!

Economic Boom

Adv. Industry Changes

Key Events

1948
O&G founded by
David Ogilvy
1950
O&G’s Hathaway Shirts
Campaign launches

1965
O&G merges with
UK partners

1958
O&G’s Maxwell House
Campaign launches

1975
David Ogilvy
retires

1960
O&G’s Amex
Campaign launches

1985
Double Digit Growth
1987
Stock Market Crash
1989
O&G taken over by
WPP Group

Recovery

1991
Asia Pacific
Expansion
1991
Multiple A/c
losses
1992
Beers takes
Over as CEO

Fall 1992
WCS set up

May 1992
Vienna Meeting
August1992
Chewton Glen Meeting

1993
Welchester Meeting:
New Vision Agreed
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Section 1 – How did Charlotte Beers gain support and trust at Ogilvy and
Mather?
When Charlotte Beer was appointed as Ogilvy and Mather’s CEO in April 1992, she
inherited an organisation characterised by poor business performance, internal
politics and a complex organisational structure. The overall business performance
had reached such a low point that the media referred to the agency as
“beleaguered”.
It was Charlotte Beers’ task to remove this negativity from the agency and revive its
business. She faced two major issues in tackling this task:
1. She was recruited from a small agency in Chicago with no international
experience.
2. She was, in the agency’s terms, an “outsider”. Ogilvy & Mather has always
been led by internally developed talent.
Charlotte had to earn support and trust within the agency if she was to be successful
in her role which she achieved through:



Setting a clear vision for the organisation



Effective communication



Using a combination of different leadership styles depending on the
situation she was faced with



Functional empowerment



Leading by example or “walk the talk”
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Positive personality traits

In her role, Charlotte not only had responsibility for leadership and infusing change,
but also managerial tasks and responsibilities as shown in exhibit 1.
Exhibit 1: Charlotte Beer’s Role as CEO

Tactical
Strategic

Managerial Tasks:
• making decisions
• use power
• excert leadership
• manage change

New Org. Structure
Activate The Assets
Manage Politics
Manage Clients
Focus Groups

Strategic Tasks:

Charlotte
Beer’s
Role

• develop corporate vision
• build agency’s capabilities
• build agency’s competetive
advantage
• develop growth strategy

Brand Stewarship
Statement of Vision & Values
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1.1 Setting a clear vision for the organisation
Charlotte’s task of creating a vision was of high complexity and certainly did not
happen over night. It was a lengthy process which started in April 1992 and
continued through until July 1993 as summarised in exhibit 2.
Exhibit 2: Creating a Vision

1992

Welchester Meeting

1993

Chewton glen Meeting

• theory into
action
Vienna Meeting

Agency out of touch with
its core principles due to
prolonged period of
politics and internal
conflicts /
miscommunication

Hello Video

Client & Investor Relations

• conflicting views: strategy vs.
creative
• theoretical B-School approach
• develop high level road map

VISION

Core Team Selection

• 1-2-1’s with senior management to understand their
motives, capabilities and appetite for change
• assign random tasks & evaluate performance in
uncertain environment

• proactive engagement with clients to understand issues and concerns
• remove client’s negative views that were caused by internal politics
• get Wall Street buy-in through quirky, non-standard approach

“Hello Video”: message sent to all Ogilvy & Mather employees which had the following purpose:
• introducing Charlotte’s own expectations and dreams and share them with employees
• communicate appeal for help in shaping the agencies future
• reiteration of the agencies core values as set out by David Ogilvy
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Hello Video
This was Charlotte’s induction communication to all 7,000 staff outlining her
expectations and dreams but being clear that she does not have a firm plan.
She appealed for everybody’s help in the process drawing on the agency’s
history and what it stands for. Her openness and honesty helped employees
to understand her and her circumstances.
Client & Investor Relations
Charlotte Beers actively engaged with clients to discuss and understand their
concerns. She learned valuable information during these discussions and
developed her learning points. At the same time, she continuously reiterated
to clients that changes are going to take place and to jointly focus on the
future.
Her presentations to Wall Street were quirky and not the standard analyst
reports. This reinforced her confidence and commitment to change and
successful delivery to the financial community. Charlotte emphasised the
quality of the agency’s campaigns and showed investors examples to send
the message “we can do it again”.
Decide on Core Team
Beers was very careful in the selection of her core team of senior executives.
She invested time to meet her executives on a 1-2-1 basis to understand their
views, concerns, motives and general appetite for change. Her final selection
was based on one criterion: “who’s up for it”. She ensured that her team had
representatives from both the creative and business management talent pool
7

which gave her the credential of fairness. This created a feeling of
involvement within the team.
Subsequent meetings held in Vienna, Chewton Glen and New York were
difficult to facilitate. The Vienna meeting was characterised by a climate of
disruption but the collective desire for change helped the team to reach
consensus.

The meeting outcome was translated into direct action points in

Chewon Glen with the presentation of 22 actions. Beers was not afraid to
step in and simplify these actions into three core activities which delivered
results.
The final vision was developed in New York with the involvement of a wider,
most senior audience. The meeting was on the verge to collapse and Beers,
again, successfully diffused the situation.
Her courage and continuous effort, involvement and dedication earned her
trust and respect within her team. Her most significant statement was
delivered at the final meeting in New York when she said: “I have heard that
in any change effort, one third are supporters, one third are resisters and one
third are apathetic. I am in the first group. Where are you?”
Ogilvy & Mather’s vision to be “the agency most valued by those who most
value brands “was collectively developed during the New York meeting.
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1.2 Applying different leadership styles depending on the situation
Daniel Goleman’s research on leadership styles identified six distinct leadership styles that
can be applied to organisational life: coercive, authoritative, affilliative, democratic,
pacesetting and coaching. A summary of each style’s characteristics can be found in
Appendix A.
Charlotte Beer applied three of these leadership styles to deal with different situations
outlined in the case study which are discussed below.

Coercive Leadership
This leadership style demands immediate compliance with requests the leader
makes of its subordinates; it can be summed up as a “do what I tell you” approach.
This type of leadership is best suited for a time of crises which demands immediate
action and change from the senior management team.
Charlotte Beers applied this leadership style immediately after she took over as CEO
to reinforce the urgency for change and to send out a strong signal about her
commitment. Beers was not afraid to make tough decisions and had dismissed a
top level executive within two months after her appointment as he had failed to drive
the necessary changes.
The coercive leadership style works for a short period of time and achieves short
term results. Beers could not continue with this leadership style as it would diminish
any flexibility and most importantly, creativity and motivation that was desperately
needed to achieve the turnaround at the agency.
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Authoritative Leadership
This leadership style mobilises people towards a vision whilst allowing them a high
degree of flexibility to arrive at the end goal. The authoritative leadership style can
be summed up as a “come with me” approach and is best suited in situations where
an organisation has become adrift from its core mission but has not reached crisis
state. That’s why Beers could not apply this leadership style right away and had to
wait until the organisation had stabilised from its initial crisis mode.
Beers used this leadership approach during the time of creating the new vision for
Ogilvy & Mather. In addition, she acted as a change catalyst for her team
communicating her ideas for the concept of brand stewardship that had to be
conceptualised into a clear vision.
Key events were the meetings in Vienna and Chewton Glen where the groundwork
for the new vision took place. Beers inspired her team at these meeting and gave
them the freedom required for creative thinking, however, she was not afraid to step
in when needed. She took firm action, for example, to reduce the “action list”
presented at Chewton Glen from 22 to 3 items.

Democratic Leadership
This leadership style seeks to forge consensus amongst a group through
active participation and collaboration and can be summed as a “what do you
think” approach. The concept of team work and frequent and open
communication is the key to this style but Beers could not afford to share
information about her vision with a larger audience during its development
process. She was even reluctant to extent the participants for the
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Westchester (NY) meeting. She listened to her team and agreed to have a
wider audience attending.
Beers used a democratic leadership style for this two day meeting and Ogilvy
& Mather’s new vision was jointly crafted and agreed on in consensus. The
output of this meeting led to the Statement of Vision and Values being
circulated in 1993.
Beer’s application of different leadership styles has helped her to gain support and
trust from her team in a very challenging time. It also contributed to improvements in
the overall organisational climate and ultimately increased business performance.
In addition, Beer’s willingness to be “hands on” translated immediately into high
credibility especially when she won back lost accounts such as American Express
(which also had historic and symbolic significance to the entire agency).

1.3 Functional Empowerment
The agency’s organisational structure was complex and outdated to deliver value to
clients in a changed advertising industry coupled with internal politics that hindered
renewal. Beers initiated radical renewal of the structure to enable global delivery
with local expertise to return to Ogilvy & Mather’s once famous description of being
“the most local of the internationals and the most international of the locals”. I have
termed this “functional empowerment” which is summarised in exhibit 3.
Beers introduced an important change to the organisational structure by setting up a
new organisation: Worldwide Client Service (WCS) which had responsibility for
managing and delivering cross-geographical advertising campaign. WCS was
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empowered to lead teams globally and locally and had a dual reporting line to the
global O&M board of directors and to local presidents.
The move to empower the agency’s most creative people and providing them with a
flexible structure to deliver high value services to clients earned Beers a high level of
respect and trust amongst the creatives which she needed to drive through her
vision.
Historical politics and power struggles were eliminated through a dual reporting line
and the fact that WCS was a new organisation in its own right that sat independently
within the O&G structure. O’Dea, who led WCS, travelled the globe to get the
necessary buy-in.
Exhibit 3: Functional Empowerment
O&M Worldwide Board of Directors
Global
Worldwide Management Supervisors

Worldwide
Client
Services:
• dual
citizens
• multiple
centers
• virtual
networks

Local

Local Management, Regional Chairmen and Presidents

The Asia / Pacific region
was the last one to be
fully formed in 1991
with the addition of
Australia, India and
Southeast Asia

New York
Headquarters

Europe was centrally
Co-ordinated and maintained
Autonomy from the HQ in
New York

Sales Promotion

Public Relations

Advertising

Brand Stewardship

Core Disciplines

Functional
Empowerment
Of WCS teams
To manage
International
accounts

Direct Marketing

The structural change infused by Beers was met with resistance from local agencies
which effectively lost an element of power to the newly created WCS division. There
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were also financial issues around splitting fees between WCS and local offices.
Beers eventually stepped in and used her functional power as CEO to redeliver the
message about the agency’s new way of working. She operated on the principle of
collaboration but admitted that occasionally one has to act autocratically. The case
study does not provide any details on whether these conflicts were finally resolved or
not. It is, however, clear that there was no internal consensus at the agency and the
internal politics were still ongoing.

Section 2 – How did Charlotte Beers use networking to sustain her
powerful position?
Robbins et al define power as a capacity that A has to influence the behaviour of B
so that B acts in accordance with A’s wishes (2004:394). Power can either be
personal and obtained through behaviour and personality traits or it can be functional
and is driven by the position a person holds within the organisation. Networking is
one of many techniques to gain influence and power and according to Ibarra and
Hunter (2007:43), there are three distinct types of networking which are summarised,
and referenced back to the Charlotte Beers case, in exhibit 4.
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Exhibit 4: Forms of Networking

Purpose

Location and
temporal orientation

Players and
recruitment

Network attributes
and key behaviours

Operational

Personal

Strategic

• getting work done
efficiently
• maintaining the
capacities and
functions required
of the group

• enhancing personal
and professional
development
• providing referrals
to useful
information and
contacts

• figures out future
priorities challenges
• getting stakeholder
support

• contacts are mostly
internal and
orientated towards
current demands

• contacts are mostly
external and
orientated toward
current interests
and future potential
interests

• contacts are internal
and external and
orientated towards
the future

• key contacts are
relatively
nondiscretionary
• they are prescribed
mostly by the task
and organisational
structure, so it is
clear who is relevant

• key contacts are
mostly discretionary
• it is not always clear
who is relevant

• key contacts follow
from the strategic
context and the
organisational
environment, but
specific membership
is discretionary
• it is not always clear
who is relevant

• depth: building
strong working
relationships

• breadth: reaching
out to contacts who
can make referrals

• leverage: creating
inside-outside links

Applicable to
Charlotte Beers Case:

Source: Harvard Business Review, January 2007
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Ibarra and Hunter further define networking as the process of creating a fabric of
personal contacts that will provide support, feedback, insight, resources and
information (2007:41). Networking can be based on functional expertise or on
relationships on a lateral and vertical basis. The latter is known as relational
networking which is critical when addressing strategic issues.
Operational Networking
When Beers took over she spent time observing what was happening within
the operations to understand what the problems and issues were within the
business. In addition to identifying operational issues she also paid detailed
attention to the agency staff to understand what motivates them, what they
value and most importantly, how they felt about brands.
Next, beers met with her senior executives on a 1-2-1 basis to for discussion
and information exchange. She assigned them random tasks to see how
these individuals would perform. This caused confusion and ambiguity
amongst senior executives which made them uncomfortable. Beers,
however, took her time to identify what she called “kindred spirits”.
Once she was clear on what had to be achieved, she appointed her
immediate executive committee that would form the “Thirsty for Change
Group”. The group had local and North American representative as well as
creatives and business managers (see Appendix B for details). The diversity
of the group ensured that she had the right talent to “get the job done”.
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Operational networking gave Beers the necessary power over functional
areas within the agency to drive her vision and get the right results within a
reasonable timeframe.

Strategic Networking
Beers new that the implementation of her vision of brand stewardship
depended on the buy in and support of every division within the agency. She
had to capitalise on the internal connections of her executive team to reach
out to all appropriate stakeholders and manage them carefully. Her strategic
network allowed her to influence one member within her immediate network to
initiate change in another division through mobilising a different network within
the agency. It was necessary to depersonalise any discussions within the
wider network due to its diversity and political interests such as the use of a
conceptional framework as was the case at the Vienna meeting.
Beers drew the necessary degree of power from her network to initiate
creative, proactive thinking but remained the key decision maker which
became evident at the Chewton Glen meeting. Beers used her decision
making power to reduce the list of action items from 22 to 3 and get her
network to initiate and deliver those action points.
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Exhibit 5: Beer’s Strategic Network

C
C

B

B
C

B
D
Asia
D
Local
Presidents
WCS
A
A
A

Emotional Intelligence

Core Network Participants:
• Charlotte Beers

Priorities

C

• Louis Bassat
• Bill Hamilton
• Shelly Lazarus
• Kelly O’Dea
• Robyn Putter
• Harry Reid
• Reimer Thedens
• Mike Walsh
• Rod Wright

Empathy
C

D
B
A

Personalities

Creatives
Europe

B

A

Beers understood that creating a network alone is not enough and that it requires
focus on its participants through understanding their personalities and priorities. In
addition, she used Emotional Intelligence and empathy to influence members within
her network.
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Exhibit 6: Ogilvy & Mather Stakeholder Power Map

Positive Attitude

Charlotte Beers
WCS
Thirsty for Change Group

Worldwide Management Supervisors
O&G Worldwide Board
of Directors
North American Offices

Low Power

High Power

Regional Chairmen
Local Offices (excluding N.A.)

Local Presidents

Negative Attitude

Stakeholder management was critical to Beers success and understanding
stakeholder’s objectives, political motives and level of power helped her to
understand who is a potential supporter or potential blocker. Once these dynamics
are understood, appropriate actions can be taken to manage these stakeholders to
achieve positive results.
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Appendix A
Leadership Styles
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The Six Leadership Styles

Coercive

Authoritative

Affiliative

Democratic

Pacesetting

Coaching

Leader’s Modus
Operandi

Demands
immediate
compliance

Mobilises people
toward a vision

Creates harmony
and builds
emotional bonds

Forges consensus
through
participation

Sets high
standards for
performance

Develops people
for the future

The style in a
phrase

“Do what I tell
you”

“Come with me”

“People come
first”

“What do you
think?”

“Do as I do,
now!”

“Try this”

Underlying
emotional
intelligence
competencies

Drive to achieve;
initiate; selfcontrol

Self-confidence;
empathy; change
catalyst

Empathy;
building
relationships;
communication

Collaboration;
team leadership;
communication

Conscientiousnes
s, drive to
achieve; initiate

Developing
others; empathy;
self awareness

When the style
works best

In a crisis, to kick
start a
turnaround,or
with problem
employees

When changes
require a new
vision, or when a
clear direction is
needed

To heal rifts in a
team or to
motivate people
during stressful
circumstances

To build buy-in or
consensus or to
get input from
valuable
employees

To get quick
results from a
highly motivated
and competent
team

To help an
employee
improve
performance or
develop long
term strengths

Overall impact on
climate

Negative

Most strongly
positive

Positive

Positive

Negative

Positive

Applicable to
Charlotte Beers
Case:

Source: Leadership That Gets Results, Harvard Business Review (2000)
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Appendix B
Beers’ Executive Team
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Members of Beer’s executive team
Name

Title

Geographical Location

Louis Bassat

President

Spain

Bill Hamilton

Creative Director

North America

Shelly Lazarus

President

North America

Kelly O’Dea

WCS Director

UK

Robyn Putter

President & Creative
Director

South Africa

Harry Reid

CEO Europe

UK

Reimer Thedens

Vice Chairman

Germany

Mike Walsh

President

UK

Rod Wright

Chairman

Asia / Pacific
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